**Clery Flow Chart**

**Where did the incident happen?**

**UT Owned or Controlled Property**

**What is the classification of the incident?**

- Murder/Negligent manslaughter
- Murder/Non-negligent manslaughter
- Rape
- Fondling
- Incest/Statutory Rape
- Robbery
- Aggravated Assault
- Burglary
- Motor Vehicle Theft (not vehicle burglary)
- Arson
- Dating Violence
- Domestic Violence
- Stalking
- Hate crime
- Weapon, law or alcohol law violations

**Any incident that would classify as a crime not listed in the previous box**

- Not reportable

**Private property, public/city property that doesn’t touch or isn’t immediately adjacent to UT owned or controlled property**

- Not reportable

**REPORT!**

Depending on the nature of the incident, if it happened within 5 days of reporting it to UTPD, it could be subject to a Safety Notice